Pleasant View School

Assalamu Alaikum,
Please read the following story and complete the “Book Report” attached.
***This assignment is due on Sep 3rd. Please submit typed hardcopy to you Islamic Studies teacher. If you
have any questions about this assignment, don't hesitate to communicate it via email.
salmajaideh@pleasantviewschool.com

Nabeel's New Pants: An Eid Tale (KG)
After buying Eid gifts for his family, Nabil buys himself a new pair of pants
that are too long. This funny tale is well told, adding elements that show a
close-knit Muslim family.
https://www.amazon.com/Nabeels-New-Pants-Eid-Tale/dp/0761456295

Ilyas And Duck Search For Allah (1st)
Ilyas and Duck search for Allah is an adorable storybook for kids about a
boy's quest to find God. "Where is God?" is a question that any parent
teaching their kids will one day have to answer. This book helps parents
answer that question while conveying the profound mystery of it all in a
fun way. In this story, likable Ilyas pairs up with Duck to ask the one
question over and over in different scenarios. With whimsical and poetic
replies, Ilyas slowly begins to realize what his question truly means. And
by the end, his childish curiosity is
fulfilled with profound realizations.
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=ilyas+and+duck+se
arch+for+allah&hvadid=78408977049027&hvbmt
=be&hvdev=c&hvqmt=e&tag=mh0b-20&ref=pd_sl

Muhiima's Quest

(2nd)
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Although her family does not celebrate birthdays, Muhiima wakes on the morning of her 10th birthday to
an unusual surprise. Her mother gives her a carefully drawn map with instructions not to ask questions,
but to simply follow the map. Muhiima sets off on her bicycle to begin a quest that will take her all around
town. At each destination on the map, she is gifted with an important message and a mysterious little box.
Travel with Muhiima on her journey and discover how the pieces of this puzzle come together. Muhiima’s
Quest is a story of self-discovery and a celebration of diversity with the message that our heritage and
faith are what make us unique and special
https://www.amazon.com/Muhiimas-Quest-Rahma-Rodaah/dp/099592290X

The Blessed Bananas (3rd)
Everyone in the village knows not to come near the cranky, old monkey
Rico or his precious bananas. However, after some unwanted
encounters, Rico learns a life-changing lesson. Find out how in this
heart-warming tale of friendship, kindness and the power of prayer.
https://www.amazon.com/Blessed-Bananas-Muslim-Fable/dp/0999699121

Two Short and One Long (4th)
The friendship of two Norwegian boys is threatened when one
befriends a new boy, an Afghan refugee. Good family ties; antiracist
message.
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https://www.amazon.com/Short-Long-Nina-Ring-Aamundsen/dp/0395524342

The Grand Mosque of Paris (5th)
The Muslims of Paris helped the Jews, as good Muslims should when
their lives were threatened by the Nazis. It is told as a documentary,
using what the few accounts that survived reveal about what was
done and how the Muslims were able to help so many Jews.
https://www.amazon.com/Grand-Mosque-Paris-Muslims-Holocaust/dp/0823423042

Book Report
Name: _________________________________________ Grade level__________
Book Title: _______________________________________________________
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Rate the story

*

**

***

****

*****

Write a Quick Summary.

Who is your Favorite Character and Why?

Draw your favorite scene from the story

Would you recommend this book to a friend? Yes

No

